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Obviously impossible!
Bang bang bang bang…
The sound of four punches to the flesh rang out. With the huge movement
and screams, Lin Ziming was clearly at a disadvantage. However, at this
moment, he struck out four punches that were shocking to the extreme, and
the speed was extremely fast. Almost at the same time, they hit the four
surrounding masters of the God-passing Realm, and knocked them out.
This scene really surprised everyone present.
It’s not that their ability to accept is not strong enough, but it’s that they are
changing too fast. Just a second ago, Lin Ziming was besieged by four
masters of the God Realm and was at a disadvantage.
But in the blink of an eye, the situation changed a hundred and eighty
degrees?
The four masters of the God-passing realm were hit by a punch and flew out,
their faces were also full of disbelief, incomparably horrified, because they
themselves didn’t want to understand how they were hit.
Moreover, what shocked and even feared them the most was that Lin
Ziming’s punch was too heavy and too hard, and it directly wounded them
seriously.
Lin Ziming also expended a lot of physical strength when he hit the four
punches of the harmony between man and nature.
He took a deep breath and adjusted his breathing quickly, without any pause,
the next moment, he immediately started to rush out again, and after
winning the pursuit, he wanted to eliminate the four masters of the gods in
one breath.
The four masters of the God-passing realm felt Lin Ziming’s fierce
murderous intent. At this moment, their faces were pale with fright, there
was a little blood, and at the same time they had the idea of   resistance,
so they turned around and ran away.
Facing a monster like Lin Ziming, they were really afraid of being beaten,
and how far they ran, this was the kingly way.
But, under Lin Ziming’s hand, can they still run away?
Almost in an instant, Lin Ziming had already caught up with one of the
masters of the God-Communication Realm, patted it with a palm, and made
a thud, as if a whole sky had collapsed.
This movement scared the god-passing realm master into a horror, and
called out, “Forgive me…”
However, he didn’t finish his words, he died, and he flew out like a straw.
Lin Ziming solved one without stopping, and continued to rush towards the
second one.
It’s also a matter of a palm, the vitality is cut off.
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Then there is the third, the fourth…
It took a total of four seconds, and Lin Ziming simply solved the four
masters of the God Realm.
For a moment, the whole audience was silent, everyone was shocked, and it
never occurred to him that Lin Ziming was so tough!
Counting the god-passing realm master in front, there are five God-passing
realm masters, and in the martial world, they are all famous super powers,
but now, they have died miserably in the hands of Lin Ziming?
It can be said that there is no room for resistance…
This scene really stimulated everyone, and it was unacceptable at once.
Lin Ziming killed five masters of the God-Throughout Realm in one fell
swoop, consuming a lot of physical energy.
But fortunately, his physique is too strong, and his vitality is strong enough
to subvert, but he quickly recovered his state.
When he opened his eyes again, his aura once again ushered in a change,
becoming more fierce, more terrifying, and even more murderous.
“Next, it’s your turn.”
Lin Ziming’s eyes swept across everyone and said these words lightly.
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